
 CONCEPT
 jewellery 



Jewelry made out of non precious material
I have used commonly  found material and 
transform it, in such away that it looks aes-
thetically appealing 
I challenge myself  to  create  thing which is 
not actually a jewelry piece but some thing 
which  you admire and adore.

Hemispherical structure made out of flat plastic 
cord. This hemisphere gives a feel of complete 
sphere which is complex  but liter.



Textile ball is warped with thin cotton thread. light interaction 
of two different material together increase the attraction.



Ball made out of PET bottle, beautiful refla-
tion of light and transparency at the same 
time.
construction : slices of cylindrical part of PET 
bottle having same diameter are interlaced 
together.



Small orange beads stuck on sphere of light weight 
automotive clay by using inherent property of clay,
color interaction of bead and clay makes it beautiful.



Cut pieces of clutch wire is put on sphere of light weight 
automotive clay by using inherent property of clay. Elastic-
ity of clutch wire makes it bouncy.



 METAL jewellery 



Skeleton of three dimensional  heart 
made out of Brass wire and randomly 
create thin wire interlaced Structure  on 
the surface. All the joint are covered 
with transparent resin, so that it won’t 
hurt the wearer.



I saw through the lines,
Straight lines twisted to rings,
It made me feel so surrounded,

Crossed what we don’t cross,
Broke what we don’t break,
Now we just…see through,

Then something now unfolded,
The lines are more than blurred,
Its more than just disturbed,
Then again, its not there anymore,
I know you still wonder…
Just the empty space!
I’m Trying to offer sense of relief  

I’m with you people,
Surrounded by the lines, rings



Form rings made out of Zinc wire and 4-9 
rings of same diameter are  interlaced 
together  to form sphere. All different size 
spheres  club together in order to make 
neck piece. all the joints are covred with 
transparent resin, so that it won’t hurt the 
wearer.





Copper strips are riveted to form rings and 4-9 rings 
of same diameter  are interlaced together  to form 
sphere. The dynemic sphere is attached with thin 
copper cord in order to make neck piece



Copper strips are riveted to form rings and 4-9 rings 
of same diameter are interlaced together  to form 
sphere. The dynemic sphere is attached with thin 
copper cord which is fixed with copper wire in order 
to make  earring.



Copper strips are riveted to form rings 
and 4-9 rings of same diameter are inter-
laced together  to form sphere. all differ-
ent size spheres  club together in order to 
make neck piece




